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Let’s think about how sales and salespeople are viewed in this society. Recently, I asked a group of students if they had ever read or seen “Death of a Salesman.” When most of the class raised their hands, I then asked if any of them felt like going out and becoming a salesperson. Not one student said yes at that point.

Here’s another example. In the comic strip “Dilbert,” a salesman has a product’s technology explained to him with the sentence, “It’s beige and uses electricity.” At that point, the salesman screams, “Tech overload!” It seems clear that in our society, sales has an image problem.

How do perceptions such as these impact us here at MIT? I think that for years the closest anyone ever came to teaching sales was to touch upon marketing concepts and strategic planning. MIT certainly turned out graduates who could go into strategic consulting. However, these individuals usually limited themselves to high concepts. And while they may have been able to offer advice which related to marketing, most of these MIT grads usually didn’t think about a career in sales until after they had worked for a while and had a chance to see the importance of the sales field in their work experience.

“Strategic planning consultant” has a great sound to it. So do “marketing consultant” and “product manager.” How many of these do you suppose an industry needs compared with, say, “salespeople”? The MIT perception has always been that “talking to customers is good.” After all, you can get real market intelligence and firsthand data. But, for many at MIT, the goal of this exercise was the writing of a report rather than the making of a sale.

If you look at The Boston Sunday Globe, there appear to be more jobs for salespeople than for deep strategic thinkers. Do perceptions and attitudes cause our graduates to miss an area of opportunity? Has the salesperson’s image problem in our society caused us to move toward a set of attitudes that don’t make sense? Have our graduates steered away from an important area where their skills are really needed?

What is so bad about MIT training people for jobs that are actually in demand? Nothing. In fact, it would be easy to argue that a deeply-held, core value at MIT is training students on how to apply knowledge. People learn how to write programs or design products while at MIT and later work in those areas. Yet, historically, lots of MIT graduates have eventually wound up in sales. So again, what is so bad about their receiving training in that field while they are at MIT?

Now the situation has changed with course 15.396 Special Seminar in Entrepreneurship: Technology Sales and Sales Management, being taught by Howard Andersen, the William Porter Distinguished Lecturer at the MIT Sloan School of Management. Here at the MIT Enterprise Forum, we’ll be doing our part by having Howard and his team present a condensed version of the course in our upcoming satellite broadcast on January 23, 2003. I look forward to your joining us as we bring a sample of what is going on at MIT to our alumni and the community in general. If there are attitudes to be changed about sales and salespeople, we at the MIT Enterprise Forum will be doing our part reaching nearly 2000 people at over 20 locations.
The MIT Enterprise Forum presents Solving the Weakest Link: Sales, the next program in the Enterprise Forum’s ongoing Satellite Broadcast Series. Taking place on Thursday, January 23, 2003 at 7:00 p.m. Eastern time from MIT’s Kresge Auditorium, the broadcast will be a unique presentation, focusing less on sales strategies and theories, and more on the actual processes necessary to successfully complete sales cycles. As Howard Anderson, the program’s moderator, says, “the ability to sell is the single most critical success factor of [any] new enterprise.”

As with all of the Enterprise Forum broadcasts, Solving the Weakest Link: Sales will provide information and education to entrepreneurs, start-ups, and other parties interested in getting a thorough sales education in a two-hour broadcast.

Using role-playing, Anderson and his panel will demonstrate both theory and examples of key sales points. Some of these points include:

- Every business plan “assumes” a certain level of sales. Without those sales, is the business plan valid?
- How to successfully sell your vision to your employees, investors and partners.
- Why firms with the best sales teams usually win.

Following the role-playing portion of the program, audience members at Kresge Auditorium, as well as the satellite-downlinked participants from around the world, will be able to ask the panel questions.

Howard Anderson is founder and chairman of The Yankee Group and a founding partner and senior managing director of YankeeTek Ventures. In addition, Anderson is the William Porter Distinguished Lecturer at the MIT Sloan School of Management, where he teaches a course on Technology Sales and Sales Management.

Additionally, Anderson was one of the three founders of Battery Ventures, a Boston-based venture capital firm specializing in technology companies, and he has been the keynote speaker at both Comdex and Network Interop. Network World recently selected him as one of the 25 most important people in communications.

Ken Morse ’68 is managing director of the MIT Entrepreneurship Center based at the MIT Sloan School of Management. Prior to returning to MIT in 1996, Morse spent a quarter century as an entrepreneur launching six high-tech ventures, including Aspen Technology, Inc., and 3Com Corporation.

Morse is well versed in global business practices having lived in Brussels and China, among other countries, helping to establish new offices for his companies. In his role with the MIT Entrepreneurship Center, Morse is heavily involved in the student-run $50K Competition.

Tim Kraskey is managing director at YankeeTek Ventures with over 15 years of experience in voice and data networking, systems management, operations, sales, and marketing. Kraskey was most recently a founder and general partner at The Mentor Group, which offered consulting expertise in sales, marketing and public relations to technology-driven start-up companies.

Kraskey alsoassists as visiting lecturer at the MIT Sloan School of Management on sales and marketing topics. MIT
ADDRESSING SOCIAL CONCERNS FOUND IN MANY BUSINESS PLANS  
BY PROFESSOR DAVID VOGEL, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

In recent years, business ethics has become a central part of many corporate strategies. Ben & Jerry’s made its name focusing on environmental responsibility; Nike learned the hard way the price of perceived injustices at overseas factories. And Shell Oil faced a p.r. nightmare a few years back when Greenpeace activists launched a high-profile protest against oil dumping in the North Sea.

Corporate responsibility, which has been gaining ground since the 1970s, has gone global. More than 300 firms worldwide have signed onto the United Nations Global Compact, pledging good global citizenship in the areas of human rights, labor standards, and environmental protection.

Addressing social concerns, then, has become part of many business plans. Fifty-four socially responsible mutual funds have been created in the U.S. and scores more in Canada, Europe and Japan. Based on the premise that companies that “do good” will “do well,” approximately $1.5 trillion dollars worldwide is now invested according to social or ethical criteria.

So how does all this corporate responsibility relate to the parade of abuses, creative accounting and outright fraud we’ve seen of late? While they’ve been saving the earth, many managers have been systematically abusing the trust of their shareholders, and in some cases their employees as well. Portraits of enlightened managers have given way to depictions of managerial greed.

Companies like Alcoa, 3M, Dupont and Dow Chemical have substantially lowered their production costs by reducing their emissions and solid wastes. But those who claimed that corporations were at last becoming socially responsible mistakenly assumed that managers were only under pressure to behave better. Equally significant changes in the business environment have encouraged many firms to behave worse.

As executive speeches and academic writings on business ethics never tire of repeating, there is evidence that corporate responsibility “pays.” But managing earnings also “pays.” It can lower the cost of capital, facilitate acquisitions and increase executive compensation. In short, like corporate responsibility, corporate irresponsibility has paid, especially for certain executives.

Over the last decade, many managers have discovered the financial rewards of maintaining good relations with both environmental groups and Wall Street analysts. Consider, for example, three of the firms whose accounting practices have come under public scrutiny.

Enron was long regarded as an exemplary corporate citizen. The firm and its senior executives were generous supporters of community institutions in Houston, and it captured international attention by building a power plant in India without resorting to bribing government officials. Enron also lobbied the Bush administration in favor of an international agreement to address global warming -- in the expectation that it would then be able to create a market for carbon trading -- and the company pleased many environmentalists with its investments in alternative energy.

Merck, the drug company recently criticized for misreporting some revenues, received a prestigious award in 1991 from the Business Enterprise Trust, for its decision to develop and distribute Mectizan, a drug effective against river blindness which threatens 85 million of the world’s poorest people. Since 1987, Merck has been producing and distributing this drug free to all international aid programs at an annual cost of more than $100 million. In Fortune’s annual survey of corporate reputations, Merck has consistently received high marks for “corporate responsibility.”

Xerox recently paid a $10 million fine to settle a civil suit filed by the Securities and Exchange Commission accusing it of misstating profits by nearly $3 billion over four years. Yet Xerox has also been a recognized international leader in enviro-management, pioneering a program that recycled its copy cartridges as well as the copier itself.

And of course, in the ‘80s, Arthur Anderson provided substantial funds to promote the teaching of ethics in business schools throughout the U.S.

Firms are rarely as virtuous or corrupt as the media portrays them. Incentives should be restructured to make it in the self-interest of more firms to behave more responsibly more of the time. “Doing well by doing good” should apply to earnings reports too. But while we continue to discourage and penalize “infectious greed,” we now have a different perspective on the meaning of corporate responsibility. 

MIT
Dailly, we learn more about how executives at companies including Enron, WorldCom, Adelphia, and Tyco have realized large financial gains while their companies posted fraudulent or incomplete public statements regarding internal operations. Unfortunately, a popular view is that the most effective means of curbing such outrageous corporate fraud is to change the way incentive stock options (ISOs) are accounted for. Under this proposal, companies would be required to report an immediate expense based on estimates of the future value of the options. This proposal is both ineffective as a method of curbing executive abuses and potentially harmful to the national economy.

Anyone familiar with the complexity of executive compensation knows that there are many ways to cut corners and create the potential for abuse. Corporations can compensate top executives through perfectly legal non-ISO packages that include such things as issuing restricted shares, nonqualified options (e.g., paying for outrageous personal expenses, large cash bonuses). If a company’s senior executives are intent on channeling outrageous amounts of compensation to certain individuals, they can do so without ISOs, independent of how ISOs are accounted for.

Rather than putting an end to sweetheart executive deals, expensing ISOs will cause companies to eliminate an effective incentive for rank-and-file workers. A key factor in the success of America’s technology sector has been its use of broad-based company ownership -- from the chief executive to the receptionist -- to attract and motivate employees. ISO-driven, venture-backed firms created more than 7 million new jobs and generated more than $1.3 trillion in revenue in 2000 alone. According to the National Center for Employer Ownership, 10 million US employees received stock options in 2001, a tenfold increase over 1992; and a study by the center found that companies with broad-based stock option programs had higher productivity rates and higher levels of return on assets than those without such programs.

From an accounting perspective, expensing options has no logical basis. Companies are already required to report earnings per share on a diluted basis. The only way options affect stockholders is by increasing the number of shares outstanding, thereby diminishing each stockholder’s ownership. Stock

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
As a result of recent corporate governance and accounting scandals, the disclosure and corporate governance environment in which public companies operate is dramatically changing. Congress, the SEC, Nasdaq and NYSE have all implemented or proposed various rules to enhance corporate responsibility and reporting. The most significant of these new rules is the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. While these new rules do not govern private companies, they do impact private companies.

Familiarizing yourself with these new rules now will help you avoid pitfalls that could interfere with important company milestones, such as an IPO or an acquisition. Even if such an event is not likely for your company, you should understand the practical effects of the new rules on other parties, including your accountants and companies with which you do business. Finally, understanding and complying, as appropriate, with the new rules now will not only help ensure compliance with these rules if and when you become a public company, but also will help establish a culture of fiscal and corporate responsibility early in your company’s life.

**Becoming Subject to the Sarbanes-Oxley Act** A private company will become subject to the provisions of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act immediately upon the filing of a registration statement with the SEC for an initial public offering, that is, before the registration statement becomes effective and before the company is considered a public company. A company may also indirectly become subject to the provisions of the Act if it is acquired by a public company.

**Loans to Executive Officers and Directors** The Sarbanes-Oxley Act prohibits public companies from making personal loans to directors and executive officers after July 29, 2002. Loans extended prior to July 29, 2002 may remain outstanding but may not be modified or extended. Private companies are still permitted to make loans to such individuals, but an outstanding loan to a borrower who is an executive officer or director of the company at the time of the filing of a registration statement, or the surviving entity upon the company’s acquisition by a public company, is illegal.

As a result, loan documents for company loans to employees should require repayment by the borrower immediately prior to the filing of a registration statement or the closing of an acquisition by a public company if such borrower is or becomes a director or executive officer of the company (or of the surviving entity in the case of an acquisition) at the time of such event or thereafter. These provisions should be included in loan documentation for all employees, since it is irrelevant that the borrower was not a director or executive officer at the time the loan was issued.

One of the most common forms of loans to executive officers of private companies is in connection with the purchase of stock of the company. In light of the public policy issues underlying the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, companies should consider a ban on such loans. Despite an executive officer’s obligation to repay such a loan prior to an IPO, you should assume the company might have to forgive such a loan upon the filing of a registration statement, since the liquidity afforded to the executive officer by a public market will not yet be available at the time the loan must be repaid. Also, forgiving loans extended for the purchase of stock may result in unfavorable accounting treatment.

**Relationship with Your Auditors** Private companies should be aware of how the new laws affect their relationship with their accounting firms. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act prohibits public companies from engaging their auditors to perform certain non-audit services, including, among others, bookkeeping, actuarial services, appraisals, fairness opinions, and management of HR functions. Private companies should negotiate any such agreements to allow for termination, on acceptable terms, upon filing of a registration statement or acquisition by a public company.
If you are a venture-backed company, or have a loan from a large bank, you are probably required to provide your investors or lender with audited financial statements within 90 days after the end of your fiscal year. You’ve probably also experienced the difficulty of getting your accounting firm to complete its audit any time between January and April, given the 10-K filing deadlines for its public company clients with calendar fiscal year ends. The SEC will soon require these filings to be made within an even shorter timeframe. Therefore, getting a big four accounting firm to complete your audit within your required time frame may become even more difficult, and likely more costly. To avoid this year-end crunch, you might consider adopting a fiscal year end other than December 31, and, depending on the stage of your company, you might even consider engaging a non-big four accounting firm to perform your year-end audit.

Finally, be aware of personnel issues with your accountants. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act requires that the lead audit partner and the lead review partner rotate every five years. Rotation is required even if 4 ½ years of the partner’s service was while you were a private company. Plan ahead for this, so that an untimely change in lead accounting partners does not disrupt your IPO or your first year as a public company. Also note that your audit firm will be disqualified from performing your audit once you become a public company if your CEO, CFO, chief accounting officer or controller was a former employee of the audit firm that worked on your audit during the past year.

Board of Directors and Committees

If you are planning an IPO, now is the time to reconsider the composition of your Board and its committees to ensure compliance with the new rules once you are public. Proposed rules from Nasdaq and NYSE will require that each listed company have a board of directors comprised of a majority of “independent” directors. While neither exchange has finalized its definition of “independent,” this definition is likely to exclude, among others, current and former (past 3 to 5 years) employees, relatives of executive officers and directors and individuals receiving more than $60,000 per year from the company for services other than for service as a board member. Also, while Nasdaq and NYSE have proposed that newly public companies be subject to phase-in periods for having the requisite number of independent directors, investors or market practices may require earlier compliance.

Covenant Creep

As banks, institutional investors, insurance companies and service providers change their standard forms and operating procedures in response to this changing disclosure and corporate governance environment, some of their practices and the covenants, representations and warranties that they will require of public companies will inevitably begin to impact private companies with which they do business. For example, investors in private companies may begin to require audit committees to comply with the membership rules applicable to public companies and insurance companies may introduce new obligations based on heightened corporate governance standards.

Best Practices

You should also consider implementing policies and controls required by the new rules, such as a code of ethics for senior financial officers to promote honest and ethical conduct and establishing procedures for addressing conflicts of interest and complying with laws. Audit committees should implement procedures for receiving complaints regarding internal accounting controls and auditing matters and employee concerns regarding accounting matters. Finally, you should consider implementing and documenting internal procedures and controls for the company’s accounting practices.

Becoming familiar with the new rules and the new environment will help prepare your company for an IPO or an acquisition and will help you understand and handle their immediate impact on your company. More importantly, private companies can and should learn from the mistakes of public companies and take the opportunity, early on, to implement best practices and adopt a company culture that is less susceptible to the problems that prompted the enactment of these new rules.
options in no way diminish the amount of cash a company has. When the market is reeling from phantom profits, adding a phantom expense to a firm’s financial statements will hardly add clarity to those statements.

Compounding the problem is the lack of a standard, accurate way to calculate the expense. Some companies will expense options when they are granted even without knowing if, when, and at what price the options will be exercised. Other companies will expense options when exercised, recognizing the difference between the stock price and the option price. Consequently, the better the company performs, the worse the company’s earnings appear. How will this help investors make better, more informed decisions about their investments?

According to recent research by Merrill Lynch, the impact of expensing stock options is far greater in technology than in any other industry. The revenue impact in high technology can be as much as 10 times greater than in health care, industrials, and finance, and 20 to 30 times greater than the energy and utilities markets. If Microsoft, which earns 53 percent annual operating cash flow, were to expense stock options, the company would project losing money each quarter on an ongoing basis.

There are effective steps we can take to protect shareholders from corporate fraud. The standard set by Intel for thorough and complete disclosure of all aspects of stock-option issuance should be met by all public companies. To this end, shareholders should have all information required to determine readily whether a company is using stock options broadly across the organization to motivate its entire work force, or its options are concentrated in the hands of a few executives, creating the potential for abuse. Legislation and the courts should ensure that meaningful jail terms are given to those executives who betray the public’s trust.

The proposed changes to stock-option accounting will have no effect on curbing corporate fraud. What they will do is give stockholders a more muddled view of a company’s operating health, deprive employees of the ability to participate in the ownership of their employers, and, most important, hurt the US economy. As our national economy sputters, economic policy makers should focus on ways to encourage all industries to embrace the concepts of distributed ownership and meaningful incentives for all employees, a formula that has been key to the success of the technology sector.
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An audience of over 1,700 at 26 sites worldwide received an expert viewpoint on today's current financial climate from Professor Lester Thurow during the most recent MIT Enterprise Forum satellite broadcast. Entitled *Entrepreneurship in a Global Economy*, the program was broadcast on September 18 from MIT’s Kresge Auditorium with MIT Alumni Association Executive Vice President and CEO William J. Hecht ’61 moderating.

According to Thurow, the current recession is modest by almost any standard. “Recessions are entirely normal in capitalism,” he said. “However, the current shifts in technology, and the entrepreneurship that went with it, were instrumental in starting this recession, and have changed the characteristics of the recession that has emerged. Did we go through a bubble? Of course we did. You can’t have a situation where a new dot com is given a greater value than General Motors. This is something that happens every 60 years. On the bright side, we will never do it again, but our children and grand children probably will.”

Thurow believes a double-dip recession is a remote possibility, saying, “The economy is not fragile. It is slow, and there is no one thing out there that is currently strong enough to give it a push. We know we will pull out of this, but determining the timing is the great weakness of economics. We can tell what will happen, but not when.” His economic forecast is sluggish growth of about 1.5 percent.

Thurow also offered his opinion on the impact of a truly global economy. “Globalization is not something that crushes a local economy,” he said. “It’s when globalization ignores you that you become poor. For example, look at Central Africa as an area that has been ignored. There is just nothing going on there.” In contrast, Thurow said the big winner in the globalization scheme has been China.

While the role of technology in the current downturn was significant, he said the ultimate effect of technology is not being realized. “Technology would seem to spread out economic activity, but the opposite is true,” he said. As an example, Thurow said the proliferation of technology would allow workers to operate more from home, reducing the need for commercial real estate and offices, and making it possible for employees to be located almost anywhere. But companies have also been hesitant to let employees work from home, likening the situation to having prisoners under house arrest.

“This spreading out hasn’t happened in part because we are herd animals,” said Thurow. “While we might be able to work alone, that gets boring, and work has long been a social activity.”

Thurow concluded his talk by saying, “Overall, the current situation is a part of completely normal events. Even the stock market going down for 2 1/2 years is normal. Don’t let it get you down.”
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